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UM RELEASES NEW SLATE OF HISTORICAL MAPS
MISSOULA -

The Regional Learning Project at The University of Montana has scoured archives
across the continent, seeking historical maps of Big Sky Country. The latest finds ~ 20 maps
titled “Missouri & Yellowstone River Headwaters/Crow” -- have now been published.
The maps are the fourth in a series of five called “Discovering Our Own Place, A Map
Saga for Montana.” The newly printed 9-by-12-inch images show areas west of the Continental
Divide in Montana at various stages of development.
“They are a visual resource for place names, trails, location of tribes and the changing
political landscape throughout the 19th century,” said Kim Lugthart, who does research and
publications for the Regional Learning Project. “They are useful in classrooms, but we have
found the general public is also extremely interested in them. It is possible to look through the
layers of time, using the lens of each mapmaker, to illuminate history. ”
The newest publication in the set features some extraordinary finds, including a
beautiful map discovered misfiled at the National Archives in Washington, D.C., and maps
illustrating the Crow Indian land base, reservation and land cessions during the 19th century.
Four of the maps in this set are folded, double-sized.
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The “Headwaters” maps are available at The Bookstore at UM for $54. More
information may be found by visiting http://web.umtbookstore.com/umtbookstore/ and then
clicking on the “Understanding Regional History” box at the bottom of the page. Educational
discounts are available.
The other three map sets in the series -- also available at The Bookstore —are “West of
the Divide/Salish, Pend d’Orielle, Kootenai,” “Hi-Line & Judith Basin/Gros Ventre” and
“Rocky Mountain Front/Blackfeet.” The maps are printed by UM’s Printing and Graphic
Services, and published by the UM Press.
The Regional Learning Project collaborates with tribes to produce top-quality, primary
resource materials about American Indians, Montana and regional history. Projects include
Web sites, videos and print media, as well as professional development workshops for
teachers. Based at UM’s Center for Continuing Education, the project works to disseminate
primary historic resources to educators teaching Indian history and the settlement of the
American West.
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